
靈 樞!
本藏第四⼗十七：!
Rooted in the Zang Organs/The Root Zang!!
Section One!
Line I.1!
1) ⿈黃帝問於岐伯⽈曰：!
2) ⼈人之⾎血氣精神者，所以奉⽣生⽽而周於性命者也。!
3) 經脈者，所以⾏行⾎血氣⽽而營陰陽，濡筋⾻骨，利關節者也。!
4) 衛氣者，所以溫分⾁肉，充⽪皮膚，肥腠理，司關合者也。!
5) 志意者，所以御精神，收魂魄，適寒溫，和喜怒者也。!
1) The Yellow Emperor asked Qí Bó:!
2) “In humans, the blood and qì and jīng and shén are that [aspect of the body] that grants life 
and makes their inner nature and destiny come full circle.!
3) The channels and vessels are that [aspect of the body] by which blood and qì move and yīn 
and yáng are provisioned, the sinews and bones are moistened, and the free movement 
through passes and joints is ensured.!
4) Wèi (defense) qì is that [aspect of the body] that warms the layered flesh, makes the skin 
ample, plumps out the còu lǐ, and supervises the closing of the gates. !
5) The will and intent are that [aspect of the body] that drives the jing and shen, gathers in the 
hún and pò souls, adjusts the body temperature, and harmonizes joy and anger.!!
Line I.2!
1) 是故⾎血和，則經脈流⾏行，營覆陰陽，筋⾻骨勁強，關節清利矣。!
2) 衛氣和，則分⾁肉解利，⽪皮膚調柔，腠理緻密矣。!
3) 志意和，則精神專直，魂魄不散，悔怒不起，五藏不受邪矣。!
4) 寒溫和，則六府化穀，⾵風痺不作，經脈通利，肢節得安矣。!
5) 此⼈人之常平也。!
1) For this reason, when blood is harmonious, the flow in the channels and vessels moves 
freely, yíng (provisioning) qì blankets yīn and yáng, the sinews and bones are strong and 
vigorous, and the passes and joints are clear and uninhibited.!
2) When wèi (defense) qì is harmonious, the [qì in the] layered flesh is disentangled and free-
flowing, the skin is attuned and supple, and the còu lǐ are meticulously sealed.!
3) When the will and intent are harmonious, the jīng and shén are focused and straight, the hún 
and pò souls do not scatter, regret and anger do not flare up, and the five zàng organs do not 
contract evil.!
4) When the body temperature is harmonious, the six fǔ organs transform the grains, wind bì 
impediment does not arise, the flow in the channels and vessels is free and uninhibited, and the 
joints in the extremities are at ease.!
5) This is the normal state of balance and health in the human body.!!
Line I.3!
1) 五藏者，所以藏精神、⾎血氣、魂魄者也。!
2) 六府者，所以化⽔水穀⽽而⾏行津液者也。!
3) 此⼈人之所以具受於天也，無愚、智、賢、不肖，無以相倚也。!
4) 然有其獨盡天壽⽽而無邪僻之病，百年不衰，雖犯⾵風、⾬雨、卒寒、⼤大暑，猶有弗能害也；!
5) 有其不離屏蔽室內，無怵惕之恐，然猶不免於病，可也？!
6) 願聞其故。!



1) The five zàng organs are that by which [humans] store the jīng and shén, blood and qì, and 
the hún and pò souls.!
2) The six fǔ organs are that by which [humans] transform water and grains and move the fluids.!
3) These are aspects [of the body] that humans have therefore been equipped with by Heaven.!
Regardless of whether the individual is a fool or sage, saint or unworthy person, there is no bias 
against any of them in this regard.!
4) Nevertheless, there are some people who are able singlehandedly to live out their entire 
heavenly-allotted lifespan free from malicious illness, who do not become feeble even in a 
hundred years, and who cannot be harmed by anything even if they have suffered exposure to 
wind, rain, drastic cold, or severe summer-heat.!
5) And then there are those who do not leave the protection of enclosed rooms and who have 
not suffered any great fear or fright, but still they are unable to avoid falling ill. Why is this?!
6) I would like to hear the reason for this.”!!
Line 1.4!
1) 岐伯對⽈曰：窘乎哉問也！!
2) 五藏者，所以參天地，副陰陽，⽽而連四時，化五節者也。!
3) 五藏者，固有⼩小、⼤大、⾼高、下、堅、脆、端、正、偏、傾者；六府亦有⼩小、⼤大、⾧長、短、厚、
薄、結、直、緩、急。!
4) 凡此⼆二⼗十五者，各不同，或善或惡，或吉或凶，請⾔言其⽅方。!
1) Qí Bó answered: “A disconcerting question indeed!!
2) The five zàng organs are that by which [humans] form a triad with Heaven and Earth, 
conform with yīn and yáng, and link up with the four seasons and change in alignment with the 
five nodes.!
3) The five zàng organs have inherent [differences in terms of] being small or large, high or low, 
firm or brittle, and upright or leaning to one side. Similarly, the six fǔ organs also have 
[differences in terms of] being small or large, long or short, thick or thin, bound up or straight, 
relaxed or tense.!
4) These twenty-five characteristics are all varied from person to person, some being good, 
some being malign, some being fortunate and some unfortunate.”!
5) “Please speak of the rationale behind this.”!!
Line 1.5!
1) ⼼心⼩小則安，邪弗能傷，易傷以憂；⼼心⼤大則憂不能傷，易傷於邪。!
2) ⼼心⾼高則滿於肺中，悗⽽而善忘，難開以⾔言；⼼心下則藏外，易傷於寒，易恐以⾔言。!
3) ⼼心堅則藏安守固；⼼心脆則善病消津熱中。!
4) ⼼心端正則和利難傷；⼼心偏傾則操持不⼀一，無守司也。!
1) When the heart is small, such a person is at ease, and [external] evils are unable to damage 
them, but they can easily be damaged by anxiety. When the heart is big, anxiety is unable to 
damage such a person, but they are easily damaged by [external] evils.!
2) When the heart is high, there will be fullness in the middle of the lungs, a lack of clarity and 
forgetfulness, and difficulty to explain oneself in language. When the heart is low, it is outside 
the [other] zàng organs (TN Note: this is a bit fishy but I couldn’t find any explanation in any of 
my commentaries. They all just paraphrase as “heart yáng dispersing to the outside” or 
something like that.) and the person is easily damaged by cold and frightened by words.!
3) When the heart is firm, the zàng organs are at ease and securely guarded. When the heart is 
brittle, the person is susceptible to the illness of xiāo dàn (“dispersion heat,” a condition related 
to internal heat as the result of yīn vacuity in the liver, heart, and kidney channels) and heat in 
the center.!



4) When the heart is upright, there is harmony and smooth flow, and the person is not likely to 
fall ill. When the heart is leaning to one side, such a person lacks the ability to deal with things 
single-mindedly. This is because the person lacks composure and management.!!
Line 1.6!
1) 肺⼩小則少飲，不病喘喝；肺⼤大則多飲，善病胸痺喉痺逆氣。!
2) 肺⾼高則上氣肩息咳；肺下則居賁迫肺，善脅下痛。!
3) 肺堅則不病咳上氣；肺脆則苦病消癉易傷。!
4) 肺端正則和利難傷；肺偏傾則胸偏痛也。!
1) When the lung is small, such a person has less [pathological internal] fluids and does not 
suffer from panting and rales. When the lung is large, such a person has more fluids and tends 
to suffer from bì impediment in the chest and throat and qì counterflow.!
2) When the lung is high, we see ascent of qì, raised-shoulder breathing, and coughing. When 
the lung is low, it resides by the upper entrance to the stomach, which presses up against the 
lung, so such a person has a tendency for pain below the rib-sides.!
3) When the lung is firm, the person does not fall ill with coughs and qì ascent. When the lung is 
brittle, the person suffers bitterly from xiāo dàn, and the person is easily damaged.!
4) When the lung is upright, the body is characterized by harmony and smooth flow, and the 
person is not likely to sustain injury. When the lung is leaning to one side, there will be unilateral 
(you could almost say “localized” in the sense of the opposite of generalized.) pain in the chest.!!
Line 1.7!
1) 肝⼩小則藏安，無脅下之病；肝⼤大則逼胃迫咽，迫咽則苦隔中，且脅下痛。!
2) 肝⾼高則上⽀支賁，切脅悗為息賁；肝下則逼胃，脅下空，脅下空則易受邪。!
3) 肝堅則藏安難傷；肝脆則善病消癉易傷。!
4) 肝端正則和利難傷；肝偏傾則脅下痛也。!
1) When the liver is small, the zàng organs are at ease and the patient does not suffer from 
disease below the rib-sides. When the liver is large, it closes in on the stomach and constricts 
swallowing, which in turn results in trouble in the diaphragm, as well as pain below the rib-sides.!
2) When the liver is high, the top of it leans against the upper entrance to the stomach, closing 
in on the rib-sides, it causes lack of clarity and rushing respiration (See Nanjing 65, a type of 
accumulation in the lung, below the right rib-side, about the size of a cup and over time causing 
shivering, alternating cold and heat, panting, coughing, and lung congestion). When the liver is 
low, it pushes down against the stomach, resulting in an emptiness below the rib-sides, which 
can then easily evil there.!
3) When the liver is firm, the zàng organs are at ease and the person is unlikely to get injured. 
When the liver is brittle, the person is likely to fall ill with xiāo dàn, and the person is easily 
injured.!
4) When the liver is upright, the body is characterized by harmony and smooth flow, and the 
person is unlikely to sustain injury. When the liver is leaning to one side, this means pain below 
the rib-sides.!!
Line 1.8!
1) 脾⼩小則藏安，難傷於邪也；脾⼤大則苦湊䏚⽽而痛，不能疾⾏行。!
2) 脾⾼高則䏚引季脅⽽而痛；脾下則下加於⼤大腸；下加於⼤大腸則藏苦受邪。!
3) 脾堅則藏安難傷；脾脆則善病消癉易傷。!
4) 脾端正則和利難傷；脾偏傾則善滿善脹也。!



1) When the spleen is small, the zàng organs are at ease and the person is unlikely to be 
injured by [external] evils. When the spleen is large, we see soreness from [the spleen] pressing 
against the flanks below the ribs, causing pain and inability to walk briskly.!
2) When the spleen is high, there is pain in the area of the flanks below the ribs stretching to the 
unattached ribs. When the spleen is low, it adds pressure downward onto the large intestine, 
and as a result the zàng organs are troubled and contract evil.!
3) When the spleen is firm, the zàng organs are at ease and the person is unlikely to get injured. 
When the spleen is brittle, we see a tendency to fall ill with xiāo dàn and the person is easily 
injured.!
4) When the spleen is upright, the body is characterized by harmony and smooth flow, and the 
person is unlikely to sustain injury. When the spleen is leaning to one side, there is a tendency 
to fullness and distention.!!
Line 1.9!
1) 腎⼩小則藏安難傷；腎⼤大則善病腰痛，不可以俯仰，易傷以邪。!
2) 腎⾼高則苦背膂痛，不可以俯仰；腎下則腰尻痛，不可以俯仰，為狐疝。!
3) 腎堅則不病腰背痛；腎脆則善病消癉易傷。!
4) 腎端正則和利難傷；腎偏傾則苦腰尻痛也。!
5) 凡此⼆二⼗十五變者，⼈人之所苦常病。!
1) When the kidney is small, the zàng organs are at ease and the person is unlikely to be 
injured. When the kidney is large, there is a tendency to fall ill with lumbar pain and inability to 
bend forward or backward, and the person is easily injured by evils.!
2) When the kidney is high, the person suffers from pain in the back and spine and inability to 
bend forward or backward. When the kidney is low, there is deep-lying pain in the lumbus and 
coccyx, inability to bend forward or backward, and fox-type shàn disease.!
3) When the kidney is firm, the person does not fall ill with lumbar or back pain. When the 
kidney is brittle, there is a tendency to fall ill with xiāo dàn, and the person is easily injured.!
4) When the kidney is straight, the body is characterized by harmony and smooth flow, and the 
person is unlikely to sustain injury. When the kidney is leaning to one side, the person will suffer 
from pain in the lumbus and coccyx.!
5) All these twenty-five transformations are the ordinary illnesses that humans suffer from.”!!!
Section Two!
Line 2.1!
1) ⿈黃帝⽈曰：何以知其然也？!
2) 岐伯⽈曰：⾚赤⾊色⼩小理者⼼心⼩小，粗理者⼼心⼤大。無（⾻骨＋曷）𩨗者⼼心⾼高，（⾻骨＋曷）𩨗⼩小短舉者⼼心
下。（⾻骨＋曷）𩨗⾧長者⼼心下堅，（⾻骨＋曷）𩨗弱⼩小以薄者⼼心脆。（⾻骨＋曷）𩨗直下不舉者⼼心端
正，（⾻骨＋曷）𩨗倚⼀一⽅方者⼼心偏傾也。!
3) ⽩白⾊色⼩小理者肺⼩小，粗理者肺⼤大。巨肩反膺陷喉者肺⾼高，合腋張脅者肺下。好肩背厚者肺堅，肩
背薄者肺脆。背膺厚者肺端正，脅偏疏者肺偏傾也。!
4) ⻘青⾊色⼩小理者肝⼩小，粗理者肝⼤大。廣胸反骹者肝⾼高，合脅兔骹者肝下。胸脅好者肝堅，脅⾻骨弱者
肝脆。膺腹好相得者肝端正，脅⾻骨偏舉者肝偏傾也。!
5) ⿈黃⾊色⼩小理者脾⼩小，粗理者脾⼤大。揭唇者脾⾼高，唇下縱者脾下。唇堅者脾堅，唇⼤大⽽而不堅者脾
脆。唇上下好者脾端正，唇偏舉者脾偏傾也。!
6) ⿊黑⾊色⼩小理者腎⼩小，粗理者腎⼤大。⾼高⽿耳者腎⾼高，⽿耳後陷者腎下。⽿耳堅者腎堅，⽿耳薄不堅者腎脆。
⽿耳好前居⽛牙⾞車者腎端正，⽿耳偏⾼高者腎偏傾也。!
7) 凡此諸變者，持則安，減則病也。!
1) The Yellow Emperor asked: “How can we know what they are like?”!



2) Qí Bó replied: In [persons with] a red complexion, fine grain [in my interpretation, a reference 
to the fact that the grain visible on the exterior of the body in the skin is tight, or the couli are 
adequately tight instead of too open and loose] means that the heart is small; coarse grain, that 
the heart is large. The absence of a [protruding sternum] means that the heart is high; a 
sternum that is small, short, and elevated, that the heart is low. A sternum that is long means 
that the heart is firm; a sternum that is small and weak, that the heart is brittle. A sternum that 
goes straight down and is not elevated means that the heart is straight; a sternum that slants in 
one direction, that the heart is leaning to one side.!
3) In [persons with] a white complexion, fine grain means that the lung is small, coarse grain, 
that the lung is large. Gigantic shoulders with an extroverted chest but an introverted throat 
mean that the lung is high; armpits that are closed shut but flanks that are spread wide open, 
that the lung is low. Well-apportioned shoulders and a solid back mean that the lung is firm; 
weak shoulders and back, that the lung is brittle. A solid back and chest mean that the lung is 
straight; uneven spacing of the ribs on both sides of the body, that the lung is leaning to one 
side.!
4) In [persons with] a green-blue complexion, fine grain means that the liver is small, coarse 
grain, that the liver is large. A broad chest and extroverted ribs mean that the liver is high; 
closed-in rib-sides drawn in to the xiphoid process (??), that the liver is low. A well-proportioned 
chest and rib-sides mean that the liver is firm; weak rib-sides, that the liver is brittle. A good 
connection between the chest and the abdomen mean that the liver is straight;  unilaterally 
elevated rib-sides, that the liver is leaning to one side.!
5) In [persons with] a yellow complexion, fine grain means that the spleen is small; coarse grain, 
that the spleen is large. Exposed lips mean that the spleen is high; creases below the lips, that 
the spleen is low. Firm lips mean that the spleen is firm; enlarged and not firm lips, that the 
spleen is brittle. Well-apportioned upper and lower lips (OR: the area above and below the lips) 
mean that the spleen is straight; unilaterally protruding lips, that the spleen is leaning to one 
side.!
6) In [persons with] a black complexion, fine grain means that the kidney is small; coarse grain, 
that the kidney is large. High ears mean that the kidney is high; a depression behind the ears, 
that the kidney is low. Firmness of the ears means that the kidney is firm; thinness and lack of 
firmness, that the kidney is brittle. When the ears are well-apportioned and to the front lie by the 
jaws, this means that the kidney is straight; when the ears are higher on one side, that the 
kidney is leaning to one side.!
In all cases of these various transformations, control [of the condition] results in being at ease, 
while harm from it results in illness.”!!
Line 2.2!
1) 帝⽈曰：善。然⾮非余之所問也。!
2) 願聞⼈人之有不可病者，⾄至盡天壽，雖有深憂⼤大恐，怵惕之志，猶不能減也。甚寒⼤大熱，不能傷
也，其有不離屏蔽室內，⼜又無怵惕之恐，然不免於病者，何也？願聞其故。!
3) 岐伯⽈曰：五藏六府，邪之舍也。請⾔言其故。!
1) The Yellow Emperor said: “Wonderful! Nevertheless, this is not what I asked you about.!
2) I would like to hear about the reason why there are some humans who never ever fall ill, 
living out their heavenly allotted number of years, never ever suffering harm even though they 
have been exposed to the detrimental emotions of deep worry, great fear, and fright, and never 
ever sustaining damage even from severe cold or heat, while they are others who cannot avoid 
illness even though they never leave the protection of enclosed rooms and they have not 
suffered any great fear or fright. I would like to know the reason for this!”!



3) Qí Bó replied: “The five zàng organs and six fǔ organs are the location where evils lodge. 
Please allow me to explain the reason [why some people fall ill and others don’t].!!
Line 2.3!
1) 五藏皆⼩小者，少病，苦憔⼼心⼤大愁憂；五藏皆⼤大者，緩於事，難使以憂。!
2) 五藏皆⾼高者，好⾼高舉措；五藏皆下者，好出⼈人下。!
3) 五藏皆堅者，無病；五藏皆脆者，不離於病。!
4) 五藏皆端正者，和利得⼈人⼼心；五藏皆偏傾者，邪⼼心⽽而善盜，不可以為⼈人平，反覆⾔言語也。!
1) In all cases, if the five zàng organs are small, there will be less illness [from external 
pathogens] but such people will suffer from a scorched heart with great worry and grief; if the 
five zàng organs are large, such people will be relaxed about their affairs and they will not easily 
get worried.!
2) In all cases, if the five zàng organs are high, such people like to act as if they were elevated; 
if the five zàng organs are low, such people like to position themselves lower than others.!
3) In all cases, if the five zàng organs are firm, such people are free from disease; if the five 
zàng organs are brittle, such people are never far from illness.!
4) In all cases, if the five zàng organs are straight, such people act in a harmonious and 
smoothly-flowing way, making others satisfied; if the five zàng organs are leaning to one side, 
such people have a malicious heart and are likely to be thieves. They are unable to treat others 
justly and are not trustworthy in their words.”!!
Line 2.4!
1) ⿈黃帝⽈曰：願聞六府之應。!
2) 岐伯答⽈曰：肺合⼤大腸，⼤大腸者，⽪皮其應。!
3) ⼼心合⼩小腸，⼩小腸者，脈其應。!
4) 肝合膽，膽者，筋其應。!
5) 脾合胃，胃者，⾁肉其應。!
6) 腎合三焦膀胱，三焦膀胱者，腠理毫⽑毛其應。!
1) The Yellow Emperor said: “I would like to hear about the correspondences related to the six 
fǔ organs.”!
2) Qí Bó replied: “The lung is linked to the large intestine, and the large intestine stands in 
mutual correspondence with the skin.!
3) The heart is linked to the small intestine, and the small intestine stands in mutual 
correspondence with the vessels.!
4) The liver is linked to the gallbladder, and the gallbladder stands in mutual correspondence 
with the sinews.!
5) The spleen is linked to the stomach, and the stomach stands in mutual correspondence with 
the flesh.!
6) The kidney is linked to the triple burner and the bladder, and the triple burner and bladder 
stand in mutual correspondence with the còulǐ and the body hair.”!!
Line 2.6!
1) ⿈黃帝⽈曰：應之奈何？!
2) 岐伯⽈曰：肺應⽪皮。⽪皮厚者，⼤大腸厚；⽪皮薄者，⼤大腸薄。⽪皮緩腹裡①⼤大者，⼤大腸⼤大⽽而⾧長；⽪皮急
者，⼤大腸急⽽而短。⽪皮滑者，⼤大腸直；⽪皮⾁肉不相離者⼤大腸結。!
3) ⼼心應脈。⽪皮厚者，脈厚，脈厚者，⼩小腸厚；⽪皮薄者，脈薄，脈薄者，⼩小腸薄。⽪皮緩者，脈緩，
脈緩者，⼩小腸⼤大⽽而⾧長；⽪皮薄⽽而脈衝⼩小者，⼩小腸⼩小⽽而短。諸陽經脈皆多紆屈者，⼩小腸結。!



4) 脾應⾁肉。⾁肉䐃堅⼤大者胃厚，⾁肉䐃麼者胃薄。⾁肉䐃⼩小⽽而麼者胃不堅；⾁肉膕不稱⾝身者胃下，胃下者,
下管約不利。⾁肉脾不堅者胃緩，⾁肉䐃無⼩小裡累者胃急。⾁肉䐃多少裡累者胃結，胃結者，上管約不
利也.!
5) 肝應⽖爪。⽖爪厚⾊色⿈黃者膽厚，⽖爪薄⾊色紅者膽薄。⽖爪堅⾊色⻘青者膽急，⽖爪濡⾊色⾚赤者膽緩。⽖爪直⾊色⽩白無
約者膽直，⽖爪惡⾊色⿊黑多紋者膽結也。!
6) 腎應⾻骨。密理厚⽪皮者，三焦膀胱厚，粗理薄⽪皮者，三焦膀胱薄。疏腠理者三焦膀胱緩，⽪皮急⽽而
無毫⽑毛者三焦膀胱急。毫⽑毛美⽽而粗者三焦膀優直，稀毫⽑毛者三焦膀胱結也。!
7) ⿈黃帝⽈曰：厚薄美惡皆有形，願聞其所病。岐伯答⽈曰：視其外應，以知其內藏，則知所病矣。!
1) The Yellow Emperor said: “How do these correspondences work then?”!
2) Qí Bó said: “The lung has a correspondence with the skin. When the skin is thick, the large 
intestine is thick; when the skin is thin, the large intestine is thin. When the skin is loose, the 
area around the abdomen is large, the large intestine is large and extended; when the skin is 
tight, the large intestine is tightly contracted and short. When the skin is slippery, the large 
intestine is straight; when the skin does not separate from the flesh, the large intestine is bound.!
3) The heart has a correspondence with the vessels. When the skin is thick, the vessels are 
also thick, and when the vessels are thick, the small intestine is thick; when the skin is thin, the 
vessels are also thin, and thin vessels mean that the small intestine is thin. When the skin is 
loose, the vessels are loose, and loose vessels mean that the small intestine is large and 
extended; when the skin is thin (TN note: I assume that this is a textual mistake for “tight”急.) 
and the rushing through the vessels is small, the small intestine is small and short. When the 
various yáng channels have a profusion of twists and turns, the small intestine is bound.!
4) The spleen has a correspondence with the flesh. When the protruding flesh is firm and large, 
the stomach is thick; when the protruding flesh is tender, the stomach is thin. When the 
protruding flesh is small and tender, the stomach is not firm. When the hollow flesh does not fit 
with the rest of the body, the stomach is low, and when the stomach is low, the lower [part of the 
stomach] duct is constrained and inhibited. When the flesh and spleen are not firm, the stomach 
is loose; when the protruding flesh does not have small clusters of patterns (The modern 
commentary has: “clusters of small granules around the protruding flesh.” Historically, 
commentators have equated 裏 with 褒, a kind of loose-fitting skirt or just loose-fitting, or with 裹 
“to wrap/surround”, which at least makes a little sense to me. Either way, something that 
surrounds the protruding flesh. Historical commentary: 甲⼄乙。⽆无⼩小褒累、作⽆无⼩小裹。标紧多少⾥里
累、作多少。⻢马云。亦裹作。张云。么、细薄也。约、不舒也。少裹累之义未详。⾼高志斋谓揣其
⾁肉。⽽而少有累然结实者之谓。简案、博雅。么、微也。⾥里作裹。义⾃自明。), the stomach is tight. 
When the protruding flesh has a profusion of small clusters of patterns, the stomach is bound, 
and binding of the stomach means that the upper duct is constrained and inhibited.!
5) The liver has a correspondence with the nails. When the nails are thick and yellow in color, 
the gallbladder is thick; when the nails are thin and red, the gallbladder is thin. When the nails 
are firm and green-blue, the gallbladder is tight. When the nails are moist and deep red, the 
gallbladder is loose. When the nails are straight, white, and without lines (TN Note: Modern 
commentary takes 約 here as a  mistake for 紋, as in the parallel phrase in the following line), 
the gallbladder is straight. When the nails are repulsive, black, and full of lines, the gallbladder is 
bound.!
6) The kidney has a correspondence with the bones. Tight interstices and thick skin mean that 
the triple burner and bladder are thick; coarse interstices and thin skin mean that the triple 
burner and bladder are thin. Loose còulǐ mean that the triple burner and bladder are loose, while 
tight skin with no body hair mean that the triple burner and bladder are tight. Appealing and lush 
body hair means that the triple burner and bladder are straight, while sparse body hair means 
that the triple burner and bladder are bound.”!
7) The Yellow Emperor said: “Thick and thin, appealing and repulsive, all of these have their 
manifestations. I would like to hear about the illnesses associated with them.” Qí Bó replied: 



“Observe their correspondences on the outside and thereby know the [state of] the zàng organs 
on the inside. Then you will know the illnesses associated with them.


